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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of comparison theorems, existence ofextremal solutions and 
monotone iterative t chniques for initial nd boundary value problems of 
ordinary dfferential systems, it becomes necessary to impose a condition 
generally known as the quasi-monotone property [1,3,5]. In systems which 
represent physical situations such as a model governing the combustion of a 
material, quasi-monotonicity is not satisfied; see[4]. However, a kind of 
mixed monotone property holds. To deal with such situations thenotion of 
quasi-solutions was systematically developed in [4]. In this paper, we 
investigate monotone iterative m thod for systems of nonlinear boundary 
value problems when the system possesses a mixed quasi-monotone property. 
This appears a natural setup for considering quasi-solutions and quasi- 
extremal solutions inview of the fact that extremal solutions eed not exist 
when the quasi-monotone property does not hold. Furthermore, the results 
obtained include as special cases the known results corresponding to the 
quasi-monotone property. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider the boundary value problem (BVP for short) 
-x:’ = f;:(t, x, xi), 0 < t < 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, (2.1) 
B,x@) = a,~@) + (-l)““P,x’(~) = b,, ,u=o, 1. (2.2) 
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Here fE C[Z x R” x R,R”], Z= [0, 11, a,,P, E R; b, E R” such that ao, 
a,>OO,Bo,P1>O- 
To define quasi-solutions of (2.1), (2.2), we fix, for each i E { 1, 2 ,..., n}, 
two nonnegative integers pi, qi such that pi + qi = n - 1 and split x E R” into 
x = (Xi, (x],~, Ix},,). Then (2.1) becomes 
(2.3) 
Also, for any y, z E R”, we let [ y, z]i denote an element of R” with the 
description [y, zli = (yi, [ yIPi, {z},,). Without further mention, we assume 
that ,U = 0, 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., n and all inequalities between vectors are 
component-wise. 
DEFINITION. Let a E C[Z, R”]. Then y E C’[Z, R”] is said to be a quasi- 
solution of (2.1), (2.2) relative to a, if 
-YY =A(6 Yi7 [YIpi, lalqiy Y:), B,yCu)=b,. 
The function y is called an upper quasi-solution if
-YY 2.fXt7 Yi, [YIpi bIqi, Y:), B,,yCuDb,, 
and a lower quasi-solution ifboth inequalities are reversed. The functions u, 
w E C*[Z, R”] with u(t) < w(t) on Z are said to be coupled lower and upper 
quasi-solutions, respectively, if 
-u; <fi(t, ui9 [v]pi, {W}qi, u:)9 QW<b,,, 
-wr >J(t, wi> [w]pi9 {v}q,9 w:), B,wW>b,. 
The functions x, y E C2[Z, R”] are said to be coupled quasi-solutions of
(2.1), (2.2) if 
-x:’ =&(t, xi, [x]pi9 {Y}q,, X:)7 B,xCu) = b,, 
-Y:’ =ACt, Yi, [Ylpc, IxIq,7 Yi), 
(2.4) 
B,yW=b,. 
In the special case qi = 0 for all i, quasi-solutions are just solutions and in 
case pi = 0 for all i, quasi-solutions that result are most useful since they can 
be determined most easily. It is clear from the foregoing definition that we 
can define maximal and minimal quasi-solutions relative to a as well as 
couljled maximal and minimal quasi-solutions. 
DEFINITION. The function f is said to possess a mixed quasi-monotone 
property (mqmp for short) if for each i, f;:(t, xi, [x]~,, ix},,, xi) is monotone 
nondecreasing in [xl,, and monotone nonincreasing in {x},~. 
We also need the following known results. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let h(s) be positive continuous function on R + for which 
1” (s ds/h(s)) = 00. Let w : R + + (0, a~) such that v(s) < k( 1 + s) for some 
k. Then 1” (s ds/(h(s) + w(s))) = co p rovided h has one of the following 
properties : 
(i) if S(c) = 1s: h(s)/s f c], th en m(S(c)) = a~ for some c > 0, where m 
represents the Lebesgue measure; 
(ii) s-s(cj (sds/h(s)) = cc~ for some c > 0, where w denotes the 
complement of a set. 
For a proof see [2]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that 
(A,,) v, w E C’[Z, R”] such that v(t) < w(t) on I; 
(A,) for t E I, v(t) < x < w(t) and xi E R we have ]fi(t, x,x:)] Q
ht(]xi I), where hi E C[R +, (0, CD)]; 
(A,) there exists an N > 0 depending only on v, w and h, such that 
SX: (S dslhds)) > max, Wi(t) - min, Vi(t), where I, = maX(l Vi(O) - Wi( l)], 
I vi(l) - Wi(O)l>* Then, f or any solution x E C’[Z,R”] of (2.1) with v(t) Q
x(t) < w(t) on Z, we have Ix’(t)] <N on I. 
For a proof see [l, 31. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
Our aim in this section is to prove the following existence result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let v, w be coupled lower and upper quasi-solutions of 
(2.1), (2.2) and Zet f possess mqmp. Suppose that assumptions (A,), (A,) of 
Lemma 2.2 hold. Then the BVP (2.1), (2.2) has a solution x E C’[Z, R”] such 
that v(t) <x(t) < w(t) on I. Moreover, there exists an N, > 0 such that 
Ix’(t)] < N, on I. 
Proof Let v, w be coupled lower and upper quasi-solutions. Then by 
Lemma 2.2 there exists an NE R: , depending only on u, w and h such that 
Ix’(t)1 Q N on Z, where x(t) is any solution of Eq. (2.1). Let N, be such that 
N, > max(N, m;x ] v’(t)\, m,y I w’(t)l) 
and choose d > N,. Relative to the triple (v, w, d), we define a modified 
function F(t, x, x’) as follows: we let 
F*(t, x, xi) = f (t, x, g), 
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where 
and 
2; = di, if x;>d,, 
=d, if -di,<x; <di, 
= -di, if xi<-d,, 
Fi(t, X, x;) = FT(ty X, A$) - txi - wi(t>) 
1+x; ’ 
if xi > wi(t), 
= F;(t, 3, xi), if ui(t) < Xi < Wi(t), 
= FF(t, 2, x:) - ‘x;,~~)), if xi < v,(t), 
I 
.Tj = Wj(f), if Xj > Wj(t), 
= xi, if ZJj(t) < Xj < Wj(t), 
= uj(f), if Xj(t) < Uj(t), 
for j= 1, 2 ,..., n.
It is clear from this definition that F(t,x, xi) is continuous and bounded 
on Z x R” x R. Also we note that 13 I< d and v(t) < x < w(t). Hence by 
Scorza-Dragoni’s theorem, the BVP 
-xl = Fi(t, x, x;), Bu-+)=b,,, 
has a solution x E C*[Z, R”]. We claim that x(t) is actually a solution of 
BVP (2.1), (2.2). For this we first need to show that u(t)(x(t) < w(t) on Z. 
We will prove that v(t) <x(t). On similar lines we can conclude that 
x(t) < w(t) on I. 
Suppose the inequality u(t) <x(t), t E Z, is not true. Then there exists an 
index k E (1, 2,..., n} and a smallest E> 0 such that 
and at least one C, E Z satisfying 
u&) =X/&J + E* 
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If t, E (0, l), then we have v,(f,) > xk(t,,) and v;(t,) =xL(t,). Hence 
Ix;(r,)l < d, and consequently 
- fkQO, qto>, g((to)) + ‘““pj --*;; y))
k 0 
-fk@O, vk(fO), b@O& iW@O)iqr, ‘i&O)) 
+ (Xk(tO) - ‘k@O)) < 0 
1 + x:(t,) ’ 
in view of the definition f F(t, x, x’) and the mixed quasi-monotone property 
of J This contradicts the relation xk(t) + E > ~~(1). 
If to = 0, we have ~~(0) + E = ~~(0). Since xk(t) + E > uk(t), it follows that 
xi(O) > u;(O). By the boundary conditions B,v,(O) < b,,, and 
BOXk(O) = bO,k, we get po(x;(0) - v:(O)) < 0. Since PO > 0, we must have 
x:(O) = v;(O). Hence, as before, we obtain 
-u{(O) + xi(O) < 0, 
which again contradicts xk(t) + E > uk(t). We can obtain a similar 
contradiction i case to = 1. Thus we have proved u(t) < x(t) < w(t) on I. It 
therefore follows that 
-xy = Fi(& x, xj) = fi(C, x, 2;::). 
Consequently, by (A,), we have 
whenever u(t) & x < w(t), tE I. By Lemma 2.2 and the choice of d, it easily 
follows that Ix’(t)1 < No on I. This then implies that F,(t, x, xi) = J;:(t, x, xi). 
Hence, x(t) is a solution of the BVP (2.1), (2.2) and the proof is complete. 
Remark. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, there exist coupled 
quasi-solutions (x, JJ) for (2.1), (2.2) and for any a E C[Z, R”] such that 
u(t) < a(t) < w(t) on Z, there exists a quasi-solution x relative to a for (2. l), 
(2.2). 
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4. MONOTONE ITERATIVE TECHNIQUE 
In order to develop a monotone method for (2.1), (2.2), we require a 
further assumption on jI 
(A,) for each i, &(t, x, xi) is continuously differentiable in xi and xi for 
t E I, u(t) < x Q w(t) and Ix; 1 < d. 
We let Mi = max Ifi,x,(t, x, x:)1 for t E Z, v(t) <x < w(t) and lx’/ <d. For 
any ql, r12 E C[Z, R”] such that v(t) < vl, qz < w(t) we define 
Gi(t,x,x:) -FT(t, qli, [ql]p,, {V~]q~,x:) -M,(xi- Vii), (4.1) 
where F* is the truncated function relative to xi (see Theorem 3.1). Since 
F* = f whenever Jx’ ) < d, we have, whenever v(t) < x < w(t) and lx’ ) < d, 
aGi/aXi = -Mi and aGi/aX~ = 8&/8X; s pi(t, X’). 
Consider now the BVP 
-x; = Gi(t, x, x;), B,x(u) = b,. (4.2) 
Before we state our main result, it is convenient to prove the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. The function G satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.2. 
Proof: For t E Z, v(t) < x < w(t), v(t) ( r~r, qz < w(t), and xf E R, we 
may assume that IMi(xi - vli)( ( M,yi, where y = max, w(t) - mm, u(t). 
Furthermore I Gi(t, x, xi)/ < h,(lxi I) + Miyi and consequently an application 
of Lemma 2.1 with v(s) = My yields J” (s ds/(h(s) + (s))) = 03. Thus there 
exists an N > 0 such that 
> m?x w(t) - m;ln u(t), 
concluding the proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let the assumption (A,) hold. Supposefurther that v, w are 
coupled lower and upper quasi-solutions of (2.1), (2.2) and that f possesses 
mqmp. Then v and w are coupled quasi lower and upper solutions, respec- 
tively for the BVP (4.2). 
Proof. First we shall show that v is a coupled quasi lower solution of 
BVP (4.2). For this purpose, it is enough to show that 
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To see this, note that Iv’(t)\, jw’(t)l < d, and hence 
Here we have used the facts that f possesses mqmp, I(af;,laXi)(t, <i, [u],,, 
{w},~, @)I < Mi, and u < ~1, ~2 < W. 
A similar argument shows that w is a coupled quasi upper solution of 
(4.2) and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let assumptions (A,), (AJ and (A3) hold. Suppose further 
that u, w are coupled lower and upper quasi-solutions of (2.1), (2.2) and that 
f possesses mqmp. Then there exists a unique solution x E C2[Z, R”] to the 
BVP (4.2) such that u(t) < x(t) < w(t) on I. Moreover, there exists an N, > 0 
such that Ix’(t)\ < N, on I. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it is clear that the BVP (4.2) has a solution 
x E C2[Z, R”] such that u(t) < x(t) < w(t) and Ix’(t)1 Q N,, on I, where 
N, > max[N, maxI Iu'(t)l, max, I w’(t)l]. 
We now show tat the solution x(t) is unique. If it is not true, suppose that 
there exists another solution y E C2[Z, R”] such that u(t) < v(t) < w(t) and 
I y’(t)1 < N, on I. Setting g,(t) = Xi(t) - yi(t)y we get 
where ci lies between xi and y,. We also have B,Xi(,U) = 0. Hence by 
maximum principle, we conclude $ti = 0, proving the lemma. 
For each r~r, q2 E C[Z, R”] such that u(t) < ql(t), q2(t) < w(t) on I, define 
the mapping A by 
A[tl,,l21 =x5 
where x E C2[Z, R”] is the unique solution of the BVP (4.2). 
(4.3) 
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LEMMA 4.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, the mapping A 
defined b-v (4.3) satisfies 
(i) u <A [u, WI, off+5 01; 
(ii) A possesses mqmp on the segment 
(u, w) = [u E R”, u(t) < u < w(t), tE I]. 
ProoJ Suppose A [v, w] = y, where y E C”[Z, R”] is the unique solution of 
the BVP (4.2) corresponding to [u, w]. Setting #i = yi - ui and proceeding as 
in the proof of Lemma 4.3 with ]nr, ~~1 = [u, w], we obtain 
where vi < 6i < yi . 
Also B,#i(u) > 0. Hence by maximum principle, we have #i 2 0. This proves 
u < y = A [Y, ~1. On similar lines, we can prove w > A [w, v]. 
To prove (ii) let qI, 11~ E C[Z, R”] such that q,, q2 E (u, w) and ?r, < ?r2. 
Let A1vly v21 = x and A [vz, nr J = y. Then writing Ci = xi - yi, we see that 
+y=-Gi(t,xiy IX],,, {X),i,X:)+ Gi(t,Yi, IV],;, IYI,,vY;) 
= - FT(t, VliY (rl,]p,, {V2}qi9 x:) +‘FT(t7 V2iy [VZlPiy irll,iT Y:) 
+ Mi(xi -Yi> + Mi(421 - Vii) 
= -fi.xr(t7 11219 [V21pi3 {VIIqiT si) 9: 
+ [J;,*,(t, ti3 [VII,,, {tlZIq,9 Xi) + Mi](?*i - ?li) + Mi4i, 
where di, ti lie between xi, vi, n,i, qzi, respectively. Thus we have 
4:’ > -P#i + Mi#i, Bjd (bib) = O, 
where P = fi,,I(..., Si).The maximum principle then shows that Xi f Yi, which 
implies that the operator A has mqmp, proving the lemma. 
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In view of Lemma 4.4 we can define the sequences 
U,=A[V,-1TW,-,l, w, =A[W,-1,V.-,, (4.4) 
with v,, = u, w,, = w. It is then easy to demonstrate, following essentially the 
standard arguments as given in [6], that the sequences {on(f)}, {w,&)} are 
monotone and converge uniformly and monotonically to coupled quasi- 
solutions a, p of the BVP (2.1), (2.2). Let a(t) = lim,,, v,(t) and P(t) = 
lim n+m w,(t). Then we have 
-a:l = &CtY ai 3 [a]pi, {S}qi3 OL{), B,a@> = b,, 
-IT =fi(4PiT [PIpiT {aIqi9 P ), B,PcU) =b,- 
We shall show that a, /I are coupled minimal and maximal quasi-solutions 
of (2. l), (2.2). Let x, y be any coupled quasi-solution f(2. l), (2.2) such that 
ZI < x, y < o on Z and Ix’ (, 1y’ ] Q N, on I. Let us assume that for some 
integer k > 0, uk-, < x, y Q wk-, on I. Then setting $r = Uk,i - Xi, we obtain, 
because of mqmp off and asumption (A,), 
where 6, lies between xi, z&. Since B,&u) = 0, we have, by the maximum 
principle, uk(t) < x(t) on I. Using similar arguments, we can conclude that 
uk(t) < x(t), v(t) < wk(f) on I. Since u,, <x, y < w,, on I, it follows by 
induction that u,(t) < x(t), y(t) < w,(t) on Z for all ~1. Hence we get 
44 < x(t), ~(0 < P(t) on I, proving that (a,/?) are coupled minimal and 
maximal solutions of (2.1), (2.2). Since any solution x of (2.1), (2.2) can be 
considered as (x, x) coupled quasi-solution f (2.1), (2.2), it is evident that 
44 < 40 <P(t) on I. We have thus proved fhe following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 hold. Then the 
sequences {u,}, {w,} defined by (4.4) converge uniformly and monotonically 
to coupled minimal and maximal quasi-solutions (a, /?) of (2.1), (2.2); that is, 
ifx, y is any coupled quasi-solution f (2. l), (2.2) such that v < x, y ( w on Z 
and (~‘1, 1 y’( <N,, on I, then 
U<Vy1< . ..~v.~a~x,y~B~ww,~...~w,~w on I. (4.5) 
Furthermore, &f x is any solution of (2.1), (2.2), such that x E (u, w), 
(x’ 1 < N,, on I, then also (4.5) holds. 
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Remark. Let a E C[Z, R”] with u < a < w on I. Then the coupled lower 
and upper quasi-solutions v, w yield 
-v; <h(t, vi, [vlpi, {w}~~, u:) <A(4 vi, [vlpiy {aIqcg 41, 
-WY >&(t, Wi, [WI,, (V},,, W:) >.fJt, wi7 [WI,!3 @I,,, w:)e 
This implies that U, w are lower and upper quasi-solutions of (2.1), (2.2) with 
respect to a. Hence choosing q2 = a in the definition of G as given in (4.1) 
and proceeding with appropriate modifications eeasily proves that a, /I 
are minimal and maximal quasi-solutions of (2.1), (2.2) with respect to a; 
that is, any quasi-solution x f(2.1), (2.2) with respect to a satisfies 
v<v,< a*. ~v,~a~xx~Pww,~...~ww,,<w on I. 
If qi = 0 for all i, then f is quasi-monotone ondecreasing and consequently 
(a,& reduce to minimal and maximal solutions of (2.1), (2.2). See [3]. 
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